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Copper prices have unwound most of the gains that followed last November’s US election and the March quarter supply disruptions from major mine strikes. The LME cash price sits around US$5700/tonne at the time of writing, down from a high of around $6100/tonne reached in mid-February. **We forecast the market to be largely balanced or in small deficit in 2017 and 2018, with prices moving sideways given uncertainties on both the supply and demand sides.**

Some of the world’s largest copper mines faced supply disruptions earlier this year, including a six-week strike at Escondida, the world’s biggest copper mine, and a ban on exports in Indonesia which saw Freeport’s production and shipments fall. While these disruptions have been resolved and operations returned to normal, the ongoing dissatisfaction among workers over contract conditions (which were settled during a period of low prices and low profitability) could see them strike again. Weather is also a factor that could cause disruptions, given many of the mines are in areas prone to cyclones and flooding. **Going forward, supply disruptions are likely to remain an ongoing issue. Companies seem to be getting better at managing worker demands, however, weather factors are harder to manage.** While these risk factors are known and have been somewhat priced in, uncertainty about the extent of future disruptions could still have an impact on prices.

**Demand growth in China, copper’s biggest consumer, is expected to slow gradually.** Construction activity has remained stronger than expected, however our view remains that it should gradually slow due to tighter regulations and policy restrictions aimed at tightening the housing market. US demand is expected to improve, especially given the proposed large infrastructure spending. However to date little details have been revealed on Trump’s infrastructure package and the market less sure about whether such measures will pass in Congress. **Given that the size of US copper demand is dwarfed by Chinese demand, any increase in US spending will be more of a support to sentiment, rather than changing the demand picture substantially.**

In the meantime, **large quantities of copper tied up in Chinese bonded warehouses pose significant upside risk to supply,** especially given the narrowing interest rate differentials which could see copper carry trades unwound and inventory released into market.

**Given uncertainties on both sides, we forecast the refined copper market to be balanced (or in small deficit) in 2017 and 2018, with prices moving sideways, averaging at US$5720/tonne.**
Copper, along with other industrial metals, surged following the US elections in November 2016. Sentiment improved on Trump’s proposed infrastructure plan, which would see demand for industrial metals including copper increase.

Copper price reached a high in February and has since fallen back. Most of the price gains since last November have now been unwound. The lack of details on the infrastructure package and doubt over President Trump’s ability to pass legislation in Congress has dampened the previously buoyant sentiment.

 Strikes at some major copper mines in South America and an export ban in Indonesia have reduced copper concentrates supply significantly in Q1, providing support for prices. Most of the strikes have now been resolved, but supply disruptions are likely to remain an ongoing issue.

Investor positioning turned more bullish towards the end of 2016, on an improved global economic outlook and more positive market sentiment following the US elections. Net long positions have since pared back, but remain at elevated levels. Going forward, uncertainty around mined supply and global economic growth, especially Chinese growth, will likely see investors constantly searching for new signals and revising their positioning.
**MINED SUPPLY**

Production growth to slow down

**MINED PRODUCTION INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY IN 2016**

- Global mined production increased strongly in 2015 and 2016, up 4% and 6% respectively. New and expanded capacity combined with relatively few weather and strike disruptions contributed to the rise.

- The same rate of growth is no longer expected in 2017 and 2018. While concentrate supply is expected to remain steady in 2017, solvent extraction-electrowinning (SX-EW) production is expected to fall, overall resulting in a small decline in world mined production (see bottom chart).

- Supply disruptions are likely to remain an ongoing issue. Chilean production was down earlier this year, due to the strike at Escondida and lower output from Codelco mines. The six-week strike at Escondida ended in late March, with output estimated to have fallen 60% over the quarter. Strikes at Southern Copper’s Peruvian mines and refinery were resolved in late April after two weeks, with limited supply disruptions as the company used temporary workers to maintain production. Freeport also resumed exports in late April from its Grasberg mine in Indonesia, after being suspended by the government since mid January. However, union workers started a strike on 1st May over job security, which could last until the end of June.

- Supply disruptions due to worker strikes or weather will remain an ongoing theme. Workers are increasingly demanding the renegotiation of contracts previously settled during a period of low prices, and failure to obtain better working conditions could see further strike action. While such risks are known and have been somewhat priced in, the uncertain extent of future disruptions could still have an impact on prices.

- No significant supply additions are currently expected from new projects or expansions, however the recent higher prices could change the picture.

**PRODUCTION GROWTH TO DECLINE OR SLOW IN 2017 & 2018**

- Global mined production increased strongly in 2015 and 2016, up 4% and 6% respectively. New and expanded capacity combined with relatively few weather and strike disruptions contributed to the rise.

- The same rate of growth is no longer expected in 2017 and 2018. While concentrate supply is expected to remain steady in 2017, solvent extraction-electrowinning (SX-EW) production is expected to fall, overall resulting in a small decline in world mined production (see bottom chart).

- Supply disruptions are likely to remain an ongoing issue. Chilean production was down earlier this year, due to the strike at Escondida and lower output from Codelco mines. The six-week strike at Escondida ended in late March, with output estimated to have fallen 60% over the quarter. Strikes at Southern Copper’s Peruvian mines and refinery were resolved in late April after two weeks, with limited supply disruptions as the company used temporary workers to maintain production. Freeport also resumed exports in late April from its Grasberg mine in Indonesia, after being suspended by the government since mid January. However, union workers started a strike on 1st May over job security, which could last until the end of June.

- Supply disruptions due to worker strikes or weather will remain an ongoing theme. Workers are increasingly demanding the renegotiation of contracts previously settled during a period of low prices, and failure to obtain better working conditions could see further strike action. While such risks are known and have been somewhat priced in, the uncertain extent of future disruptions could still have an impact on prices.

- No significant supply additions are currently expected from new projects or expansions, however the recent higher prices could change the picture.
China relies on imports for concentrates

China has a heavy reliance on imports for ores and concentrates supply, most of which comes from South America, as domestic Chinese ores are mostly of poor grade. Towards the end of 2016, concentrates supply tightened, which saw refiners lower TC/RC to attract business. The major supply disruptions in early 2017 further exacerbated the situation, together with increased refining capacity, saw TC reached below $80/t.

Improved supply conditions have since saw TC/RC rise again. China also tends to increase scrap imports as concentrate supply tightens.

Scrap imports correlate with prices

The International Copper Study Group forecasts world refined production to increase by around 2% in 2017 and 1.5% in 2018. China is expected to remain the biggest contributor to refined production growth in 2017 and 2018, while world ex-China production is expected to remain largely unchanged.
NARROWING INTEREST DIFFERENTIAL

Inventory financing using copper and other metals has long been a popular trade, especially given the tight credit control in China and the interest rate differential. Arbitrageurs would borrow offshore at low interest rates using copper as collateral, and invest in higher-yielding Chinese assets, to take advantage of the interest differential.

However as the Chinese central bank cut interest rate to stimulate its economy and the US Fed has started raising rates, the China-US interest differential has narrowed substantially. The incentive for engaging in copper carry trades has diminished somewhat as a result.

There is however still large quantity of copper tied up in Chinese bonded warehouses. Some estimates put it at 10% of global copper demand (Chinese apparent demand accounts for around 45% of global copper demand). At the height of these financing deals, around 70% of Chinese refined copper imports were believed to be used to obtain financing rather than industrial consumption.

Chinese bonded stocks have risen again since the start of 2017, as LME inventory is being run down and in line with more bullish market sentiment compared to 2016. There is significant risk of these bonded stocks re-entering the market, potentially increasing supply substantially. Given the narrowed interest rate differential, these carry trades are likely to be unwound eventually. The speed at which this happens could have important implications for copper supply and therefore prices.
DEMAND

Chinese demand to slow gradually

COPPER CONSUMPTION GROWTH DRIVEN BY CHINA

- China has been driving global copper consumption growth in the past decade and is expected to continue to do so. The global economic outlook has improved since last year. The November US elections also proved supportive to sentiment, especially given the proposed large infrastructure spending. However, at this stage little detail has been revealed around the infrastructure package, while US copper consumption is relatively small compared to major users such as China in any case. The improvement in the global economic outlook has been driven more by the advanced economies, with the outlook for developing economies weakening somewhat. Despite that, infrastructure development in major countries including China, the US and India will continue to sustain copper demand.

- Indicators on the Chinese economy continue to point to an easing in growth, rather than sharp slowing. Given the strong results in the March quarter, fiscal spending in the coming months will likely be weaker. NAB’s forecasts remain unchanged – with China’s economy to grow by 6.5% in 2017 (with risk weighted to the upside), before slowing to 6.25% next year and 6.0% in 2019. Despite efforts to cool the housing market, investment in real estate has continued to grow. Our view remains that construction activity should slow, due to tighter regulations and policy restrictions, however the slowdown is likely to be a gradual process. As the Chinese economy cools, demand growth for copper and other metals is likely to slow as well, but at a gradual and controlled pace rather than a sharp slowdown.

MANAGED GROWTH SLOWDOWN IN CHINA
The International Copper Study Group (ICGS) forecasts a small deficit in the refined copper market in 2017 and 2018, based on apparent Chinese consumption. ICGS have revised their forecasts since their October 2016 meeting, to reflect the improved global outlook. Their forecasts do not, however, take into account the large Chinese bonded warehouse stock. The unwinding of copper carry trades could potentially release significant supply from these warehouses and put downward pressure on prices. Therefore we believe the deficits could be smaller than ICGS forecasts. We believe Chinese demand growth will gradually slow, while supply disruptions will remain an ongoing issue. As a result, we forecast copper prices to move sideways in 2017 and 2018, averaging $5720/tonne.
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